Let n = II pT be the factorization of an integer «(>1) into r prime powers, and set 3>(n) := Ft (p? 1 -1). In particular, for squarefree n, O(n) = 4>(n). Consider the set I=1 i4:={n:ls£a,«2, l « i * s r ; (n, *(n)) = 1}.
It is known (from [5] ) that A consists precisely of those integers n for which there is no non-abelian group of order n. It is also known (from [7] ) that the set C := {n : n e A, n squarefree} consists solely of integers n with the property that every group of order n is cyclic. We set 
for every £ > 0 . In the present paper we show that here one can also have the lower estimate as the upper bound. Thus we obtain the following theorem.
as x^> oo.
REMARK. The proof here uses a result from the large sieve instead of the result from Now from (9.38) of [6] , since co(q) = 0 or 1, it follows that
On using log z ^ § IT 1 --I (say, for large z), we obtain, from the above estimates,
?«i\ ql
This bound yields the result of Lemma 1, in view of the definition of a>{q) and the prime number theorem for the arithmetic progression of integers congruent to 1 mod p.
REMARK. Here the condition p «£ (log x) 114 is imposed only for making c 0 effective.
For convenience of reference we state the next simple lemma. However, for our present purpose, we only need the upper bound given by this lemma. 
miteC mkeC for any Z =sx. Now let Y =£ Z be another parameter to be chosen later. In the last double summation of (4) + xL 2 3/2 ).
